WORDS IN EDGEWAYS – 21

A letter the Observer didn’t have room for
July 30, 2007
Dear Sir,
What a fraud your Harry Potter ‘reviews’ were in last week’s paper. You
should have headed them “Harry Potter and the Art of Not Committing
Yourself.” Young Rowland Manthorpe certainly knows how to work the
magic. Didn’t he scoff his cake? And didn’t he still have it when he’d done?
None of Rowling’s millions upon millions of readers can ridicule him for
thinking the opposite of what millions and millions think, for he allows her
“accomplishments” which “guarantee her a place among the immortals of
children’s fiction … she has affirmed the power of the written word” in
making “a coming-of-age of epic proportions” in which the main character
“learns to think” and “gains maturity”. Her books have “charm” but “a
darker side” too, they are “modern” but “timeless”, not just a “fad” but have
“an enduring quality”. The “power and scope of Rowling’s vision” shows
us not only “the real, mundane world – our world” but also “an earthly
paradise”. She creates “an entire world”. For seven books “her storytelling
ability remains undimmed”. The books “grip like a vice, you do not read so
much as swallow whole”, and “you emerge better for reading” them.
And Will Self can’t ridicule him for having a mouth full of cardboard
either, for, although the books are “a triumph in material and utilitarian
terms” (i.e., have sold a lot of copies and been read by a lot of people), “it
is impossible to praise their literary qualities. Her characters are cut from
cardboard.” Her prose “swings from torpid” (plainly no good) “to torrid”
(not plainly anything). She “is not an author” but the “mastermind” of a
“franchise”. Her books “aren’t really books at all” but “prose screenplays in
the mould of contemporary Hollywood”, books “for the short-of-attention
generation”, which, in description, sound “asinine”, “formulaic, even
idiotic” and make films that are “insipid” and “bloodless”.
And how did young Rowland save himself from the Peril of Selfcontradiction? Hy-Zy-Hine, RICTUSEMPRA, with the Paradox Spell1:
Rowling, without being able to write, is a cinematic “auteur”, in words. The
books, which are not books and which make terrible films, affirm the power
of the written word by being “cinema”, as writing.
And there, on cue, to lend the young lad a hand at the climax, was old
Dumbledore McCrum, delivering what you boasted was his “final verdict”.
Which was? “Time will tell … posterity’s verdict … anyone’s guess”.
I’ve got a wand. Turn around, and I’ll stick it up your -rs-.

Harry Daly
1

My grandson says Mr Daly’s got it wrong: RICTUSEMPRA is a tickling spell. (Ed.)

